SciTech Institute™ is excited to announce the 2021 Arizona SciTech Festival season, marking 10 years of inspiring interest in science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) across Arizona. Arizonans of all ages can enjoy fun and engaging events and activities offered during this annual celebration while building their STEM knowledge.
Since its launch in 2012, the Arizona SciTech Festival has become the country’s third-largest science festival with...

Spearheaded by the Arizona Commerce Authority, Arizona Science Center, Arizona Technology Council, Arizona Board of Regents, Arizona State University and the University of Arizona, the Arizona SciTech Festival is a wildly successful grassroots STEM collaboration.

This year will be a different, but the annual Festival is still a statewide celebration of STEM that aims to inform, engage and inspire all Arizonans. It was designed to advance STEM awareness and highlight the economic importance by offering participants a variety of events and hands-on learning opportunities. Over the past 10 years, these events and activities have provided individuals of all ages the chance to experience STEM first-hand and see how it impacts their lives.

900+ partnering organizations

approximately 3,000 events

80+ Arizona cities, towns and communities

In collaboration with 100+ Signature Event Leads, we present the following ways to have fun with STEM virtually this season!

ANYTIME: explore hundreds of STEM activities by grade or topic.

LIVE: Register for special events to meet STEM professionals throughout Arizona.

SATURDAYS: From 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. visit the live virtual expo where SciTech collaborators will present hundreds of virtual STEM experiences (1/30, 2/6, 2/13, 2/20/ 2/27).

Virtual Festival Season “HOW TO” GUIDE

1 Visit azscitech.com to click through lists of themed interactions
2 Select from a variety of STEM panels, activities, virtual tours of exciting STEM locations and more
3 Use the “My Festival Calendar” on the following page to organize your calendar of events
4 Register with your email to participate in live opportunities
5 Celebrate STEM with us by sharing your experiences on Instagram, Facebook, Twitter using #azscitech
6 If you have any questions, just email us! ContactUs@SciTechInstitute.org
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### My Festival Calendar

**WEEK 1: Getting Started in STEM**
*Everything a beginner needs to know!*

- **JAN. 30**
  - Festival Season Begins
  - Ex. Virtual Ribbon Cutting Ceremony – 12 p.m.

- **JAN. 31**
  - We explored ideas and discovered ways to have fun with STEM virtually this season! The entire family can enjoy fun activities while maintaining safe social distance. Watch live streaming videos, participate in panel discussions, log on for interactive activities, and more! You can use the calendar on this page to plan the events you’ll attend.

### FEBRUARY 2021

**WEEK 2: Exploring Options in STEM**
*Finding your passion & discovering career opportunities*

- **FEBRUARY 7**
  - Go to azscitech.com to check out our schedule of events.

- **FEBRUARY 8**
  - Find events you want to attend and write them on this calendar.

- **FEBRUARY 9**
  - Pull these calendar pages out and hang it up somewhere, like on your refrigerator or by a remote learning space!

**WEEK 3: Thinking about STEM**
*Developing skills to solve real-world challenges*

- **FEBRUARY 14**
  - Can’t attend live events online? NO PROBLEM!

  - SciTech Institute will populate video feeds throughout the day, showcasing some truly amazing STEM experiences based on our themes.

### WEEK 4: Festival Highlights
*Celebrating collaborators, exhibitors, and participants*

- **FEBRUARY 21**
  - Ex. STEM Workshop – 9 a.m.

- **FEBRUARY 23**
  - Ex. Science Fair – 4 p.m.

- **FEBRUARY 24**
  - Ex. Coding Corner – 4 p.m.

- **FEBRUARY 25**
  - Ex. Virtual Ribbon Cutting Ceremony – 12 p.m.

- **FEBRUARY 27**
  - Ex. Virtual Party – 7 p.m.

---

**FESTIVAL SEASON BEGINS**

- **JANUARY 30 - FEBRUARY 28**

**AZSCITECH.COM**

---

**WEEKDAY CALENDAR**
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Thank you for showing us that, inside all of us, is the potential to realize our dreams. State Farm.is proud to support the Arizona SciTech Festival.

Zoom is honored to support the SciTech Institute and the 2021 Arizona SciTech Festival.

STEM Word Search

C Y Z A P H T A M E L D J Z B B O Y N C G  
S Y R P E R O T T E I J L C M A C K C I A G  
Q T E P Q I A T W F D X Y R E H P O G Y  
T R Q T J S T H A R T S H O C F I S N Y  
E Z T W M H R S G S Q O O Z B Y K Q O B L H E S  
G M G A E W P Q I T F Q O L N D Q  
R N Y P D W E A R O T L B R E V I D R A W  
E Y H U D M L Y X T I S H Z S I G E R E Y  
Y Y J C F L J K D O Y I Y V H N B E R H S  
B R A G O K T T I T P W H N K L F E Q Z A L  
B L P N H S D O M T E O N P G I N C Z I L L  
A R H J R A Y M N T H K C M N H O N  
K D V K O F D E X E R A T K I O I X N D S S  
F Q W Y H L O D R E F Y T B R C I O E F E R  
R T O B R O U E V G A I T H M P P G Y T K Y  
A U O K R B L G Y L T X H O I C Q X Y G H Y  
A A W L Z T F P J A D D G O G V Y V I H R C  
C I X S K R E I W T R C G U N Y W C O M C Q  
F J R E L O R V T I A R C H E Z S Z H C  
F V J M S A S A D U O E Y C C U I O R G C Q L  
G C N T S J I G H N R A L Y T H M Z W Y D V  
K Q V A E D I E G N E C I S P P B T X T Y K B

TRY THIS AT HOME…
Fly Paper Airplanes Together
1. Fold the paper in half vertically.
2. Unfold the paper and fold each of the top corners into the center line.
3. Fold the top edges into the center line.
4. Fold the plane in half toward you.
5. Fold the wings down, matching the top edges up with the bottom edge of the body.

For more information and to order visit:
stateinabackpack.com

A stable and rewarding career for a bright future.

What is Advanced Manufacturing?
Advanced manufacturing uses cutting-edge science and innovative technology to make products that are better, more efficient and less expensive.

Visit azamc.org to learn more.

169,733
Arizona advanced manufacturing jobs available now

POST VIDEOS OF YOUR PAPER AIRPLANE IN FLIGHT! #AZSCITECH
Due by 2/1/21
Get a Tax Credit and Reduce Your Arizona State Taxes

Your tax credit donation allows disadvantaged youth in Arizona to obtain critical job skills to enter the workforce of tomorrow!

Science For All (SFA) provides low-income youth with opportunities to gain first-hand knowledge and experience that would normally be out of reach for these students.

SFA allows students from Title 1 schools to participate in SciTech Institute’s Chief Science Officers program, helping them learn important workforce skills to be future STEM leaders.

DONATE ONLINE AT scienceforallaz.org

MAKE YOUR DONATION TODAY!
THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS
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CONNECT2 STEM

A series of live virtual events showcasing the wonders of science, technology, engineering, math—and medicine

Saturday, Jan. 30, 2021 | 10-11am

Register today at phoenixmed.arizona.edu/c2s